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Bob’s Chair Job
The story contains several instances of adverbs. Read the story, and circle the
adverbs in it.
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He suddenly hears a squeak and looks around curiously. He finds a little mouse being
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chased by a cat. The mouse runs frantically to save himself. Bob shoos the cat and hastily goes
back to checking the chairs. He arranges the ten chairs cheerfully. His job is well done.
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Answer Key

Bob’s Chair Job
The story contains several instances of adverbs. Read the story, and circle the
adverbs in it.
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He suddenly hears a squeak and looks around curiously. He finds a little mouse being
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chased by a cat. The mouse runs frantically to save himself. Bob shoos the cat and hastily goes
back to checking the chairs. He arranges the ten chairs cheerfully. His job is well done.
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